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Rezumat

Obiectivul studiului nostru a fost reprezentat de 
evaluarea parametrilor clinico-patologici cu impact asupra
supravieţuirii în 217 carcinoame mamare la bărbat. 

Am apreciat supravieţuirea generală la 5 şi la 10 ani,
precum şi supravieţuirea corelată cu vârsta, cu dimensiunea
tumorii, cu tipul microscopic, gradul histologic, statusul limfo-
nodulilor axilari şi cu profilul molecular.

În cadrul lotului studiat, vârsta medie a fost de 62 de
ani (minimă: 18, maximă: 85). Tumora a afectat mai frecvent sânul
drept (52.53%), şi a fost mai frecvent de tip histologic NST
(86.63%), grad histologic 2 de malignitate (55.4%), stadiu T2
(54.41%), asociată cu metastaze în limfonodulii axilari (65.89%) şi
de subtip molecular Luminal A-like (85.29%). Pozitivitatea 
receptorilor hormonali a fost observată în 89.71% cazuri pentru
receptori estrogenici, 83.82% receptori progesteronici şi în 93.29% la
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Introduction

Male breast carcinoma (MBC) is rare,
accounting for less than 1% of all cancers in
men and less than 1% of all breast cancer
diagnoses in the USA (1). However, in recent
decades the annual incidence increased to 1.9
per 100,000/year in 2009-2013, with mortality
rates 0.4/100,000 (2010-2014), and 5-year 
relative survival of 84% (2006-2012) (2).
Lesions in males tend to be more advanced
stage on diagnosis, with almost half of male
breast cancer diagnosed in stage III and IV (3).

Most cases present late because of a lack of
awareness of the existence of such a malig-
nancy in males and ignorance of the related
risk factors as well as a lack of screening. Due
to its rarity, the epidemiology, tumor behavior,
treatment, and prognosis remain poorly
understood (4). The objective of our study was
to evaluate clinical-pathological parameters in
correlation with overall survival (OS) in MBC.
A better understanding of this tumor will lead
to an earlier detection, as well as a better
management with the goal of decreasing 
mortality due to MBC worldwide.

cei androgenici. Supraexpresia HER2 a fost evidenţiată în 8.33% dintre cazuri, iar în 75% dintre
cazurile analizate indexul ki67 a fost crescut. Supravieţuirea generală la 5 ani a fost de 67.2%, iar
cea la 10 ani doar de 48.5%. În cazurile cu metastaze limfonodulare prezente, supravieţuirea 
generală la 5 ani a fost de 59.7% şi de doar 41.3% la 10 ani, versus supravieţuirea generală la 5 ani
de 92.7% şi cea la 10 ani de 73.8% în carcinoamele mamare fără metastaze axilare (p=0.003). 

Vârsta (>60 ani), dimensiunea tumorii, prezenţa metastazelor limfonodulare axilare şi
absenţa tratamentului oncologic reprezintă factori negativi de prognostic în lotul studiat, însă în
analiza multivariată, statusul limfonodulilor axilari (p=0.005) şi profilul molecular de tip triplu 
negativ (p=0.005) sunt singurii factori de prognostic statistic semnificativi.

carcinoma mamar la bărbat, prognostic, supravieţuire 

Abstract
The aim of this study was to evaluate clinical-pathological parameters with impact on

overall survival (OS) in male breast carcinoma (MBC). 
We assessed OS at 5 years and at 10 years respectively, as well as OS according 

to age, tumor size, microscopic type, histological grade, axillary lymph node status, and molecular
profile.

Two hundred seventeen cases, with a mean age of 62 (range: 18- 85), right breast 
involvement (52.53%), invasive carcinoma of no special type (86.63%), G2 histological grade (55.4%),
T2 (54.41%), N+ (65.89%) and Luminal A molecular subtype (85.29%) were identified. ER, PR and
AR were positive in 89.71%, 83.82% and 93.29% of cases, respectively. HER2 was overexpressed in
8.33% of cases and a high Ki67 proliferation index was present in 75% of cases. The 5-year OS was
67.2%, whereas 10-year OS was 48.5%; OS was 92.7% at 5 years and 73.8% at 10 years in axillary
lymph node (LN) negative cases, while OS was 59.7% at 5 years and 41.3% at 10 years in axillary
LN positive cases (p=0.003). 

Age at diagnosis (> 60 years), larger tumor size, presence of LN metastases and
absence of oncological treatment are negative factors influencing prognosis, with only axillary LN
status (p=0.005) and triple negative molecular profile (p=0.05) being statistically significant 
unfavorable independent prognostic parameters in a multivariate analysis.

male breast cancer, prognosis, survival
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Material and Methods

We carried out a retrospective study that
included 217 cases of MBCs admitted to 6
international institutions (MD Anderson
Cancer Center Houston, USA, Oncologic
Institute Mexico City, Mexico, Tirgu-Mures
Emergency County Clinical Hospital,
Romania, Oncologic Institute Cluj-Napoca,
Romania, County Clinical Hospital Timisoara,
Romania and Victor Babes Institute from
Bucharest, Romania) between 1999-2015. The
patients were diagnosed using tru-cut biopsy,
following which they underwent excisional
biopsy or total mastectomy, sentinel lymph
node, axillary lymph node dissection (when
indicated), and oncological treatment. During
the present study, therapeutic strategies for
male breast cancer followed the patterns of
the recommendations for breast cancer in
females (radiotherapy, hormonotherapy
and/or chemotherapy) and included into the
international guidelines. Each pathology
report of every patient was re-analyzed, slides
from both biopsy and surgical specimen (when
available) were reviewed by an international
expert in breast pathology in all cases (SS),
and data concerning the age of patients, the
size of tumor focus/foci, the microscopic type,
and the histological grade of the tumor, the
number of axillary lymph nodes with metas-
tases were included in spreadsheets. Also,
data regarding the surgical and oncological
treatment as well as the molecular profile of
the tumor including Estrogen receptors (ER),
Progesterone receptors (PR), Ki67 index, and
HER2 score as well as Androgen receptors
(AR) were also included and analyzed.

Patients were followed for a mean period of
59.6 months (range: 7-168 Months), by studying
medical records, oncology “registries” and data
from the “Population Survey Offices” 
regarding survival. We assessed OS at 5 years
and at 10 years respectively, as well as OS
according to age, tumor size, microscopic type,
histological grade, axillary lymph node status,
and molecular profile. 

Inclusion criteria were the following: all
patients were diagnosed with invasive and/or in
situ breast cancer, treated with mastectomy or
excisional biopsy, axillary lymph node dissection
(when indicated) as well as standard oncological
treatment (according to international guide-
lines). Patients presenting with second cancers
on initial diagnosis were excluded.

The primary endpoint was survival of 
corresponding cases. Patients who could not
be reached or who refused to provide informa-
tion for any reason were considered lost to 
follow-up.

The microscopic type of the tumor was
assessed according to WHO 2012 classification
of breast tumors (5) and histological grade was
established using the modified Nottingham
system (6). The IHC pattern, complemented
with ERB2 FISH, allowed the identification 
of clinically-defined, treatment-oriented sub-
types, according to AJCC, 8th edition, and
were as follows: Luminal A-like (ER+/-PR 
positive), Luminal B-like (ER+/-PR positive
and HER2 positive), HER2-like (HER2-
positive and negative hormone receptor
expression) and Triple negative (TN: ER-, 
PR-, HER2-)(7). The antibody panel is shown
in , alongside dilution ( ).

Antibody Clone Dilution Vendor
Androgen Receptor AR27 1:50 Novocastra
Estrogen Receptor 6F11 1:100 Novocastra
Progesterone Receptor 312 1:100 Novocastra
Ki67 MM1 1:200 Novocastra
HER2 CB11 1:200 Novocastra
Abreviation: HER2, Human Epidermal growth factor receptor 2 

Table 1. Specifications of various antibodies used in the study
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All markers (ER, PR, Ki67, HER2, AR)
were performed on paraffin blocks in one single
center and interpreted by one pathologist (SS).
In this study, we interpreted tumor foci as ER,
PR, and AR positive if expression was
observed in more than 1% of the nuclei of
tumor cells, while analyzing the total area of
the tumor, regardless of staining intensity of
the expression, with positive internal control.
Ki67 index was defined as low (when<14% of
all tumor cell nuclei were positive) or high
(≥14%) by assessing the whole section and
recording the overall average score (8). 0 and
1+HER2 scores were considered negative, and
scores 2+ (confirmed with FISH) and 3+ were
considered positive. 

Data were tabulated using Microsoft Excel
(Microsoft) software and analyzed using SPSS
for Microsoft Windows, version 20.0 (Chicago,
IL, USA). OS was defined as the time from the
surgery until the death by any cause. Survival
curves and univariate analysis were calculated
according to the Kaplan Meier method, and the
log rank test was used to compare groups.
Hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence 
intervals (CIs) were estimated using the Cox
proportional hazards regression model. p<0.05
was considered statistically significant. 

All subjects from all the 6 involved institu-
tions gave their informed consent for inclusion
and for publication of any associated data
before participating in the study. The study
was conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee (ethical
approval code number: 13775/2019).

Results

Of a total of 217 male patients with breast
cancer, non-invasive carcinoma was diagnosed
in only 8 cases (3.68%), of which we identified
6 cases of papillary in situ lesions (papillary in
situ carcinoma, papillary encapsulated and
solid carcinoma) and 2 cases of ductal in situ
carcinoma (DCIS) while the remaining 209

cases presented with invasive, with/without
an in situ (usually of DCIS-type) component. 

Median age was 62 years (range: 18-85
years). Only 3 cases were diagnosed before the
age of 30 years and 34 (15.66%) patients under
50 years of age; more than 4/5 of breast 
cancers in this series were diagnosed at age 50
or over (183 patients, 84.33% cases). 
shows our patients’ disease characteristics in
terms of age, laterality, tumor size, microscopic
type, histological grade, lymph node status, and
molecular classification ( ). In 52.53% of
cases (114 cases) the tumor was located in the
right breast, and in 47.46% of cases (103 cases)
the tumor was left seated. Eleven (5.07%) 
carcinomas were classified as multiple (multi-
focal/multicentric), showing more than one
invasive tumor focus in the same breast. 

Tumor size was assessed during macros-
copic sampling of the breast tumor and 
correlated with the microscopic size. In our
study, 8 cases (3.68%) were T0, 35 cases
(25.73%) were included in T1 category, 74 cases
(54.41%) in T2, 11 cases in T3 (8.09%), and 16
cases were T4 category (11.76%) ( ). In this
study, 81 patients were Tx (with no available
data regarding the size of the tumor). 

Invasive carcinoma of no special type (NST)
was the most common histological type, diag-
nosed in 86.63% cases (188/217), followed by
invasive mixed type in 9 of 217 cases (4.14%),
and lobular invasive carcinoma type in 1.84%
(4/217 cases). In only 3 of 217 patients (1.38%),
the diagnosis of papillary invasive carcinoma
was established. Other histological types of
tumors such as invasive micropapillary carci-
noma (0.46%), carcinoma with neuroendocrine
differentiation (0.92%), and apocrine invasive
carcinoma (0.92%) were very rarely diagnosed
in this series.  In most of the cases the tumor
was histological grade 2 (55.4%), followed by
grade 3 (25%), while in only 19.59% of cases
the tumor was histological grade 1. Data
regarding the presence of lymph node metas-
tases (LNM) were available in 129 of 217
cases. Lymph node metastases were present in
65.89% cases and absent in 34.11% of cases. 

Molecular profile based on surrogate 
markers was performed in 204 patients. Most
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of the cases were categorized as Luminal A
(174/204) (85.29%), followed by Luminal B
(16/204) (7.84% cases), triple negative 13/204
(6.37%) and only 1 case was included in HER2
overexpression category (0.49%). Positivity for
ER was observed in 89.71% (183/204) cases,
and for PR in 83.82% (171/204 cases). One
hundred sixty-four (80.39%) cases were 
positive for both ER and PR, and 19 (9.31%)

Table 2. Clinical and pathological characteristics of 217 male
breast carcinoma in term of laterality, age, tumor size,
morphological subtype,  and histological grade, focality,
lymph node status and imunohistochemical profile

Characteristics Number (n) %
Laterality

Right 114 52,53%
Left 103 47,46%

Age in years
Median 62
Range 18-85

Morphologic subtype
NST 188 86.63%
APO 2 0.92%
LIC 4 1.84%
MIC 1 0.46%
MIXED 9 4.15%
NEU 2 0.92&
PAP 3 1.38%
DCIS 8 3.68%

Focality
Unifocal 206 94.93%
Multiple 11 5.07%

Histologic grade
1 29 19.59%
2 82 55.4%
3 37 25%
NA 69

Tumor size
2 cm 35 25.73%

2-5 cm 74 54.41%
5 cm 27 19.85%

NA 81

Lymph node metastases
N0 44 34.11%
N+ 85 65.89%
NX 88

Imunohistochemical profile
ER+ 183 89.71%
PR+ 171 83.82%
Her 2+ 17 8.33%
AR+ 153 93.29%
↑Ki67 91 75.21%

Molecular subtype
Luminal A 174 85.29%
Luminal B 16 7.84%

HER2 positive 1 0.49%

Triple Negative 13 6.37%
Treatment

Yes 54 24.89%
No 163 75.11%

Abreviation: NST, No special type invasive carcinoma; APO, Apocrine invasive
carcinoma; LIC, Lobular invasive carcinoma; MIC, Micropapillary invasive
carcinoma; NEU, Invasive carcinoma with neuroendocrine differentiation;
PAP, Papillary invasive carcinoma; DCIS, Ductal carcinoma in situ; N0, 
axillary lymph node negative; N+, axillary lymph node positive;

Figure 1. Grade 2 NST invasive carcinoma, infiltrating the 
nipple (A), infiltrating the pectoralis muscle (B),
ulcerating the skin (C); solid papillary breast 
carcinoma with a focus of grade 1 invasive 
carcinoma of NST type (D). Hematoxylin and eosin
stain, x40 magnification 
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cases were ER+ and PR negative. In our
cohort, we found HER2 overexpression in 17 of
204 cases (8.33%) cases. Ki67 index was 
available for only 121 cases; of these, 30/121
(24.79%) had a low Ki67 index, while the
majority had a high proliferative index
(91/121) (75.21%). AR was the most frequently
expressed of hormone receptors (93.29% 
positive cases, 153 of 164 cases analyzed), with
only 6.71% interpreted as AR negative. All 11
triple positive cases (ER, PR and HER2+)
were also AR positive. Of the 13 triple 
negative cases, in 10 cases AR was performed:
3 were AR negative, and 7 cases were AR 
positive.

Fifty-one patients of 217 (23.5%) had died
before the time of analysis. Five (2.3%)
patients are alive with metastasis (2 cases
with bone metastases, 2 prostate, and 1 lung
secondary cc). Kaplan Meier survival analyses
revealed a 67.2% OS at 5 years and 48.5% at
10 years ( ). OS is 92.7% at 5 years and
73.8% at 10 years in axillary lymph node 
negative cases while OS is 59.7% at 5 year and
41.3% at 10 years in axillary lymph node 
positive male patients. Log-rank test between
these data shows statistically significant 
difference (p=0.003) ( ). 

Overall survival at 5- and at 10 years 
stratified by age (≤ and > 60 years) and by LN
status were analysed. OS in patients without
LNM, >60 years old, at 5 years is 87.4%, while
at 10 years it is 61.8%; OS in patients without
LNM, <60 years old at 5 years is 100%, and at
10 years is 88.9%; OS in patients with LNM,
age>60 years old at 5 years is 62%, and at 10
years is 42.4%; OS in patients with LNM
and<60 years old at 5 years is 57.1% and
40.6% at 10 years.

We also performed a Kaplan Meier survival
analysis in our cohort stratified by histological
grade; 5-year OS was 82.6% and 10-year OS
was 49.5% in histological grade 1 MBC. OS
was 65.1% at 5 years and 46.2% at 10 years in
histological grade 2 cases, while OS was 65.6%
at 5 years and 60.6% at 10 years in histologi-
cal grade 3 tumors (log rank test highlighted
no statistically significant difference, p=0.676)
( ). Five year OS was only 31.7% at 5

Figure 2A. Kaplan Meier curve for 5-year and 10-year 
overall survival of the entire cohort/ group.

Figure 2B. Kaplan Meier curve for 5-year and 10-year 
overall survival in axillary lymph node positive
versus negative patients.

Figure 2C. Overall survival at 5 years and 10 years stratified
by histological grade.
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years and 15.9% at 10 years in triple negative
MBCs, compared with 5 years OS of 70.6%
and 10 years OS equal to 51.2% in all 
other molecular profiles.(log rank test, p=0.04)
( ). 

In univariate analyses AR positivity was
correlated with OS, with hazard ratio of dying
of disease = 2.457, p=0.217 (95%CI= 0.097-
1.698). The results of a multivariate Cox
regression analysis are summarized in 

. Older age on diagnosis (> 60 years),
larger tumor size, presence of LNM, triple
negative molecular profile, and the absence of
oncological treatment are all negative factors
influencing prognosis, but statistically signifi-
cant are the LN status, with a greater risk of

Figure 2D. OS at 5 years and 10 years in triple negative
MBCs compared with other molecular subtypes
(non-triple negative MBCs) 

Table 3. Multivariate Cox regression analyses of overal survival and clinical, pathological, and molecular
parameters of the entire cohort/group

Variables OS
HR 95% CI P value

Age at diagnosis
60 Reference

>60 1.2804 (0.439-1.388) 0,399
LNM

N0 Reference
N+ 3.243 (1.423-7.393) 0.005*

Tumor Size
T0, T1 Reference
T2, T3, T4 1.64 (0.803-3.390) 0.175

Oncologic treatment
No Reference
Yes 0.899 (0.498-1.62) 0.722

Grade
G1,G2 Reference
G3 1.14 (0.445-1.738) 0.712

ER
- Reference
+ 1.14 (0.393-1.977) 0.759

PR
- Reference
+ 1.26 (0.369-1.685) 0.539

AR
- Reference
+ 2.457       (0.097-1.698) 0.217

Ki67 index
- Reference
+ 1.99 (0.147-1.718) 0.272

HER 2+
- Reference
+ 1.295 (0.400-4.199) 0.666

TNBC
- Reference
+ 2.341 (0.994-5.512) 0.05*

Abreviation: LNM, lymph node metastases; ER, estrogen receptors; PR, progesterone receptors; AR, androgen receptors; HER2,
Human Epidermal growth factor receptor 2; TNBC, Triple Negative breast cancers; HR, Hazard Ratio; CI, 95% confidence interval
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dying of disease (HR=3.243), 95%CI= (1.423-
7.393), p=0.005 and the triple negative 
molecular profile (HR=2.341, 95%CI=0.994-
5.512, p=0.05).

Discussion

The global incidence rates of MBC vary 
geographically, ranging from 0.49% in Japan
to 15% in African nations (9). The particular
morphological characteristics and distinct
biology of this tumor have not been fully 
studied, and, therefore, knowledge is still 
lacking regarding MBC. This may constitute
one of the reasons why mortality rates are still
high in patients with MBC. 

In the present study, the medical records as
well as histological slides of 217 male patients
diagnosed with MBC from 6 international
institutions were analyzed with regard to
overall survival and its possible association
with various clinical, morphological, and
molecular parameters.

The median age of MBC in our study, 62
years, was consistent with the literature
(between 58-65 years) and is greater than 
the reported median age for female breast 
carcinoma (FBC) (<50 years)(10,11). These
facts might reside in a lack of awareness of the
early signs of MBC, which may lead to delayed
diagnosis but also to particular factors related
to the histology of the breast in males as well
as to the particular hormonal environment
(10). 

The pathological (p) T classification data
was available for 136 cases, and most of them
were pT1 (25.73%) or pT2 (54.41%) with only
19.85% included in T3 and T4 category and
only 3.68% of cases pT0. These results are
similar with other studies, with 44% cases
being diagnosed as pT1 category(12) and 54%
cases as pT1 (9), while 38% cases as pT2 (12)
and 36% cases as pT2 (9); 13% of cases were
diagnosed as pT3 in Oger study and only 8%
cases in a study performed by Hong (9,12). 

In MBC, invasive carcinomas of no special
type (NST) is the most common microscopic
subtype similar to the most frequent type
occurring in the FBC according to WHO 

classification (5). In our study, NST subtype
was diagnosed in 86.63% of the patients, 
compared to 75% of NST cases in the study
conducted by Hong, 81% by Humphries and
87% in Oger et al. research (9,12,13). Invasive
papillary carcinoma is more common in males
than females, accounting for approximately 
2-4% of cases due to the particularity of the
breast histology in men, lacking acini develop-
ment (5,14). We diagnosed 1.38% carcinomas
as invasive papillary subtype, while in the
study by Hong et al., 6.8% of cases were of
invasive papillary subtype (9). However, we
had 6 additional cases of in situ papillary type
(intracystic, solid, and encapsulated). Invasive
lobular carcinomas are very rare in men, in
our study being diagnosed in only 1.84% of
patients. The rare frequency of invasive 
lobular carcinoma is again related to the fact
that male breast carcinoma tissue is only 
represented by galactophorous ducts are
rarely, due to hormonal influence, acini can
develop. Other histological types of tumors
such as invasive micropapillary carcinoma
(0.46%), carcinoma with neuroendocrine 
differentiation (0.92%), and invasive apocrine
carcinoma (0.92%) are very rarely diagnosed
in general and in particular in this series. The
incidence of ductal carcinoma in situ is 
reported in up to 10% of all cases of MBC in
the literature, in our study being diagnosed in
3.68% cases. Hong et al. reported DCIS in
6.8% of cases in a study comprising 59 male
breast cancers (9). 

In our study, most tumors show moderate
or poor histological differentiation (G2: 55.4%;
G3: 25%; G1:19.59%), with 80.4% of them
included in G2 and G3 category, similar with
literature data (80% cases were of G2/G3 
histologic grade in a study performed by
Fentiman (15), and 73% of cases were of
G2/G3 histologic grade in a study performed
by Hong(9,15).

In our study, 65.89% of MBCs are associated
with axillary lymph node metastasis, similar
with other data reported by Hong paper in
which 50% of cases developed axillary LNM
and by Soliman et al. in which 77.2% of cases
presented axillary LNM (9,11).
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The incidence rates of the 4 clinically-
defined treatment oriented subtypes using
immunohistochemistry were as follows:
Luminal A-like (85.29%), Luminal B-like
(7.84%), HER2-like (0.49%) and TNBC
(6.37%); the most frequent subtypes encoun-
tered being Luminal A similar to the study
performed by Chen et al (39.3%)(16). However,
in their study, Andre Saudade et al. analysed
196 cases and reported Luminal B subtype as
being more frequent (45.3%) than Luminal A
(40.5%), HER2 (6.8%) and TN (7.4%) (17).

In the present study, we found a higher
incidence of hormone-receptor positivity than
in women, which is consistent with published
data (18). Of the 204 patients with available
immunohistochemical data, 89.71% were 
positive for ER and 83.82% for PR, similar
with data from literature. In the study by
Masci et.al., ER was positive in 96.7% of male
patients (18) while in the study by Oger et.al.,
95% of MBC cases were positive for ER (12),
while 97% of cases were ER-positive in the
study of Serdy et al. (19) and 90.5% of cases in
Hong et al. study (9). 84% ER positivity was
encountered in Humphries analyze (13). PR
was positive in 92.3% of cases in the Masci et
al. study, in 90% of cases in the study by Serdy
et al., and in 64.3% of cases in the study by
Hong et al. (9,18,19). There is only one study
performed on a small cohort (69 MBC) in
which the hormone receptor expression/status
was very low, with only 42.1% hormone 
positive cases reported (11). 

Due to the rarity of this disease, detailed
data on HER2 expression are not available,
and a wide range of HER2 positivity between
1% and 15% is reported in the literature (5).
Some researchers suggest that the HER2
overexpression rates in MBC patients may be
higher (30-56%) than those in FBC patients
(20) while others report lower HER2 overex-
pression rates in MBC (2-18%) (3,13,21). In
the present study, 17 of 204 (8.33%) overex-
pressed HER2 (using IHC and fluorescent in
situ hybridization). Masci et al. reported 14%
HER2 positivity (18), and Hong et al. 27.5% (of
40 cases analyzed) (9). Discrepancies in the
HER2 overexpression rates between these

studies are likely explained by the small study
population of each study as well as the hetero-
geneity in the included stages, ethnicity differ-
ences as well as different international cutoffs. 

In addition to conventional morphological
parameters, the assessment of the prolifera-
tion index is a major factor in treatment deci-
sion in breast carcinoma patients in some
international medical centers. In our study, of
the 121 cases in which the proliferative index
using Ki67 assessment was performed, 30/121
(24.79%) had a low Ki67 index (<14%), while
the majority had a high proliferative index
(91/121) (75.21%). In univariate analyses a
higher Ki67 index is correlated with shorter
survival, with a HR of dying of disease 
equal to 1.248 (95%CI= 0.385- 4.042), but not
statistically significant (p=0.712). Masci et al.
concluded in their study comprising 96 MBC
that a high Ki67 index (>20%) was statistically
significant for overall survival on univariate
analyses (5-year: 48% in patients with high
Ki67 index versus 75.3% in patients with low
Ki67 index) (p=0.04) (18).  

The expression of ER, PR, and HER2 as
prognostic and/or predictive factors is very
well established and has led to targeted 
treatment in breast carcinoma. However,
triple negative patients (TNBC) are excluded
from the benefits of such therapies in both
women and men and need novel therapeutic
targets (22). AR was the most frequently
expressed of the hormone receptors in our
study (with positivity in 93.29% of MBC), 
similar with the results of Safarpour et al.
(AR+ in 87.8%), and Zhou et al. (AR+ in 84.2%
of MBC) (23,24). Of our TNBC cases in which
AR was performed, (7/10) 70% expressed AR
while 30% were negative for AR. Cox analyses
which compare AR+ versus AR- in TNBC
patients revealed an HR=2.313, p=0.499, 95%
CI=0.203- 26.362). In a previous study by our
group, however, AR was expressed in all
TNBC(22). Targeting the androgen receptor is
becoming an exciting area of research in FBC
also, as TNBC expressing the AR may behave
with a less aggressive phenotype  with a more
indolent disease course. Further clinical appli-
cation of these data may become available
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with the publication of the results from 
various ongoing clinical studies(25,26). AR-
positive luminal A male breast cancer had
improved overall survival over female breast
cancer at 5 years (p=0.01, HR= 0.39,
95%CI=0.26-0.87) in a study performed by
Shaaban et al (27). Their data support the
hypothesis that breast cancer is biologically
different in males and females, suggesting
implications for clinical management. Also, in
Humphries's study which analyzed 446 MBC,
in ERά+ cases only AR had prognostic signifi-
cance, suggesting AR blockade could be
employed therapeutically (13).

The median follow-up in our study was 59.6
months (range: 7-168 months), shorter than
69 months (Chen et al.) (16) and longer than
51.5 months in a study performed by Masci et
al (18).

5-year OS was 67.2% in our study, compared
with estimated OS by Kaplan Meier method in
other studies like Masci: 68.1%; Oger 79.2%;
Hong 62%; Giordano 63%; Chen 72.9%;
Soliman 46.6% (9,11,12,16,18,28). 10-year OS
was 48.5% in our study lower than in other
studies like Oger 70.8%; Hong 44%; Chen
53.9%)(9,12,16).

The Cox regression multivariate analysis of
the factors associated with OS illustrated in

showed that the presence of LN
metastases (p=0.005) and triple negative
molecular profile (p=0.05) were the only 

factors significantly associated with survival.
Similar conclusions were reached by Soliman,
with the only factors significantly affecting
survival being LN involvement (p=0.001) and
tumor grade (p=0.03) (11). Other authors 
concluded that age, tumor size, and extra-
capsular extension in axillary lymph nodes
with metastases significantly influenced 
prognosis in the study by Oger et al. (12) while
age, higher stage, and tumor size are, according
to the study by Ravi et al. (29), statistically 
significant for OS and high Ki67 proliferative
index and adjuvant chemotherapy according to
Masci et al (18). In a larger study performed on
512 cases the authors reported only the size 
of the tumor as the only prognostic factor 
associated with worse OS (30) ( ). 

The strength of the present study is the
large group size (data collected from 6 institu-
tions from different continents including
Europe, North and Central America). The
study has limitations, however, including the
lack of clinical, morphological, and immuno-
histochemical data in some of the cases and
lack of follow-up in others. The findings and
their implications should be discussed in the
broadest context possible. Future research
directions may also be highlighted.

Older age on diagnosis (> 60 years), positive
LNM, larger tumor size, triple negative sta-
tus, and the absence of oncological treatment
are all negative factors influencing prognosis,

M. Boros et al

Table 4. Summary of studies analyzing prognostic factors associated with worse Overall Survival (OS)

Study Number of Prognostic factors associated with worse OS       p-value
cases (n)

Ravi et al.(29) 29 Advanced age 0.08
Higher stage 0.055
Increasing tumor size 0.03

Masci et al.(18) 97 Ki67 score>20% 0.04
Adjuvant CT 0.024
G3 0.015

Oger et al.(12) 95 Age                                                                                     
Tumor size NA
Histological capsular rupture

Soliman et al.(11) 69 LN involvement 0.001
Advanced tumor grade 0.03

Harlan et al.(30) 512 Size <0.0001 
Current unmarried status 0.04
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but statistically significant unfavorable inde-
pendent prognostic parameter in multivariate
analyses are axillary LN status (p=0.005) and
triple negative molecular profile (p=0.05).
Efforts should be made to diagnose MBC 
earlier to avoid higher stage on diagnosis. The
data from this study corelated with recently
published data in the literature suggest that
MBC is most frequently positive for AR and
most cases of MBC of triple negative profile
are also AR positive. If future clinical trials
support this conclusion, patients with MBC
should be routinely tested for AR in addition to
ER and PR and targeted treatment should be
offered to AR positive patients to improve 
survival. Further research is needed to better
understand the factors that affect this disease
and appropriate screening may be warranted. 

None declared. 
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